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1. Introduction

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is a neuropsychiatric condition characterized by obsessions (defined as recurrent and persistent thoughts, impulses or images that are intrusive and inappropriate and cause marked distress) and compulsions (repetitive behaviors or mental acts driven by obsessions to reduce distress or prevent dreaded events [1]. OCD is the fourth most prevalent psychiatric disorder and was considered as one of the most debilitating disorders with a prevalence rate of 2.5 % in an individuals’ lifetime [2, 3]. OCD is widespread among both adults and children [4]. OCD is considered a relatively common occurrence in childhood and adolescence where prevalence rates are between 1 to 3.6% [5-7]. As it is the case with other mood and anxiety disorders, females tend to be at a higher risk of developing OCD compared to males [8]. About one third to one half of adult OCD cases has its origins in childhood or adolescence [9, 10]. However, a recent meta-analysis found that pregnant women and post partum women have higher prevalence rates of OCD compared to the general population, with postpartum women at a much greater risk compared to the general female population [11]. Research has found that early onset is associated with males while late onset is associated with females [10].

It is worthwhile to mention that the new DSM- 5 released in May, 2013 has a number of changes to OCD and related disorders such as hoarding disorder and Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD). OCD is no longer an anxiety disorder, rather is has its own chapter in the DSM-5. The chapter includes other disorders, in addition to obsessive-compulsive disorder, such as Body Dysmorphic Disorder and trichotillomania (hair-pulling disorder), as well as two new disorders: hoarding disorder and excoriation (skin-picking) disorder [12].
The presence of co-morbidities is common in people with OCD. For example, some of the most common disorders associated with OCD are depression [13-15], anxiety [16-19], alcohol or substance misuse [20-22], BDD [23], or eating disorders [24]. People with OCD have a tendency for impulsive behavior (may include symptoms of childhood conduct disorder). They also show higher rates of suicidal attempts [25]. OCD is often considered a chronic condition and it significantly impairs various spheres of a person’s life including social, emotional and somatic [25].

1.1. Etiology

The etiology of OCD is multifaceted. OCD is etiologically and phenomenologically heterogeneous [26]. For individuals with OCD, it has been indicated that there are abnormalities in the neurotransmitter; serotonin, which plays an important role in carrying nerve impulses from neurons to the receptor cells via the brain. The normal functioning of serotonin is impaired in patients with OCD as a result of blocked or impaired receptor sites in the brain [27]. Neurological aberrations could be associated with genetic mutations, while environmental factors can play a role in the expression of OCD symptoms [27]. The use of Clomipramine or Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs) has shown promising results in reducing symptoms of individuals with OCD [4, 28]. This indicates the involvement of the brain in the etiology of OCD [27, 28].

Although the same diagnostic criteria are used to diagnose OCD, its expression varies from person to person (i.e. onset, severity, obsessions and compulsions) [29]. Symptom dimensions are heritable in OCD [30]. It is imperative to pinpoint that the onset of OCD is linked to the interaction between both genetic and environmental correlates. This does not necessarily indicate that negative life events cause OCD, rather a number of studies have found that for people with biological or psychological vulnerability, negative events may trigger the onset of OCD [31, 32].

The identification of susceptible genes involved in the onset of OCD is challenging given the heterogeneity of the disorder. The use of symptom-based rather than disorder-based construct has reduced the heterogeneity of OCD [3]. vanGrootheest (2008) conducted a twin-study to explore the OC symptom dimension heritability [33]. The vanGrootheest study is pioneering in the field because it utilized population-based rather than OCD - sample of twin pairs. It identified rumination, contamination and checking; three OC symptom dimensions which shared discrepancy with OC behavior that was explained by both genetic (36%) and environmental factors (64%). However, certain genes influenced the contamination dimension and therefore, that dimension was independent. The use of family pedigrees is yet another approach to determine the heritability of the OCD trait [34]. In pedigree analysis, a high genetic loading was associated with symmetry and ordering symptoms. More interestingly, for symmetry, hoarding and contamination symptoms, correlations among independent sibling pairs were found [35, 36]. According to the OCD Collaborative Genetics Study, sibling-sibling association was associated with four factors; hoarding and taboo thoughts being the most prevalent [37, 38]. In families with a multigenerational history of OCD and hoarding, OC symptoms were found to have a higher rate of heritability compared to hoarding [39].
1.2. Symptoms and its Sub-types

Obsessive-Compulsive symptomatology is generally measured using the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS), which includes an assessment of the severity of the disorder and a checklist (YBOCS-CL) of the OC symptoms [40, 41]. This scale consists of 45 obsessions and 29 compulsions within 15 predefined symptom categories [40, 41]. A recent meta-analysis identified five OC symptom dimensions or factors: (i) symmetry and repeating; (ii) aggressive, sexual and religious obsessions; (iii) contamination and cleaning; (iv) aggressive obsessions and checking; and (v) somatic obsessions [42].

1.3. Diagnosis

According to the DSM-IV criteria, the symptoms of OCD should not be due to a general medical disease, chemical substance, or drug overdose [1]. OC symptoms are associated with several neurological lesions of the cortico-striatal-thalamic-corticol circuits resulting from the administration of drugs such as methylphenidate or cocaine (dopamine agonists) or after streptococcal infection [4]. Clinically speaking, OCD symptoms are associated with marked anguish and dysfunction. Subclinical OC symptoms are common and are noted during the path of normal development [4]. However, OCD can negatively affect a person’s quality of life [43-45]. In some cases, diagnosis becomes unclear, when the symptoms are perplexed with those of Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder [42]. Although, OCD symptoms vary from symptoms observed in other anxiety and mood disorders, they are an intrinsic component of other disorders such as autism and frontal lobe lesions [46]. Inappropriate diagnosis, under diagnosis and incompetent treatment are linked to tremendous direct and indirect costs [4].

2. Brief historical overview

Since the 4th century BC, OCD has been elucidated as “melancholia”, a unique disease with certain mental and physical symptoms. These symptoms are attributed to the imbalance in the bodily fluids; blood, black bile, yellow bile, and phlegm [47]. Hippocrates defined all fears and depressions if lasting for a long time as symptoms of melancholia [47].

In the early Middle Ages in Europe, blasphemous, sexual or obsessive perceptions were attributed to satanic possession, which was believed to lead to compulsive behaviors [48]. Priests treated patients by expelling spirits from their bodies. However, in the 17th century, the concept of “religious melancholy” came to be known as the cause of several mental disorders including those with OCD-like symptoms [49].

Sigmund Freud, an Austrian psychiatrist, suggested that OC behavior is associated with unconscious conflicts [47, 50]. Freud’s analytical conceptualization of “obsessive neurosis” was based on the idea that people develop OCD as a result of the difficulties in the anal psychosexual stage of development. Freud utilized psychoanalysis to treat OCD. There is no current evidence-based research that supports the use of traditional psychodynamic psychotherapy in the treatment of OCD [51]. This, in turn, gave rise to the behavioral mode of psychotherapy.
Several cognitive behavioral theories have been developed to understand and target symptoms’ progression and maintenance in people with OCD. The following sections will discuss the various cognitive behavioral theories.

2.1. Mowrer’s two stage theory

Also known as the two-factor theory, Hobart Mowrer proposed a strictly behavioral drive-based theory in 1947 to explain avoidance in entirely behavioral terms [52]. Mowrer’s theory merged the learning principles of classical and operant conditioning and explains fear acquisition and the vicious cycle of rituals. Based on classical conditioning, phobias are the result of an association between a neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus; CS) and feared stimulus (unconditioned stimulus; UCS) [53]. Mowrer’s theory supports the concept that a CS provokes fear when it is recurrently presented with an UCS. The neutral stimulus is any mental event and/or physical object while the avoidance of the stimulus reduces anxiety [53]. People with OCD react to the neutral stimulus with the same fear level associated with the unpleasant event. Furthermore, it is through the generalization process that fear and avoidance can extend to other places or situations, which remind the individual of the trauma, triggering the same fear response. The persistence of behavioral avoidance leads to further distress. The theory also explains how rituals are maintained. Dollard and Miller (1950) further adopted Mowrer’s theory to explain the progress and maintenance of fear/anxiety and avoidance in OCD [54].

In a series of experiments, Rachman and colleagues showed that obsessions increase obsessional distress while compulsions reduce distress levels [55, 56]. It was this concept that defined a functional relationship between obsessions and compulsions, defining OCD in DSM-III and its successors [1]. Recently, many studies explored the relationship between OCD and other anxiety disorders, and reconsidered the validity of the diagnostic classification of OCD [26, 57]. The core psychopathology of OCD is grounded on “preoccupation” and “repetitive behaviors”, a result of cognitive and motor failure, which overlap with obsessive-compulsive and related disorders (OCRDs), recently included in DSM-5 and ICD-11 [58].

Further, Roper et al. (1973) noted that obsessions and compulsions were maintained to overcome associated anxiety. In addition, results showed that the urge to perform a particular activity disappeared within a 15-180 minute period if the patient did not engage in the activity [56]. The repetition of the exercises reduced the anxiety and urges to carry out these activities; the phenomenon being defined as “habituation” and formed the basis of EX/RP therapy. In 1970s, clinical trials added more support to the efficacy of exposure and ritual prevention (EX/RP) therapy in reducing OC symptoms, thus becoming one of the first choices for the treatment of OCD [59, 60].

2.1.1. EX/RP Therapy — Efficacy and limitations

In more than 70% of the cases, individuals treated with OCD responded to EX/RP therapy more efficiently compared to individuals who were on SSRIs [61]. However, the model has some limitations. About 20-30% of individuals with OCD drop-out or refuse treatment. This is evident in cases with severe OCD or low insight level [62]. In addition, EX/RP had little or
no benefit in helping people with pure obsessions. Furthermore, the model did not explain why OCD sufferers become distressed by aggressive or sexual thoughts, without having witnessed or committed such acts [63].

Cognitive theory and therapy was developed as a result of the limitations of the behavioral and ERP theories and therapies. Cognitive techniques focus on distorted thoughts and dysfunctional beliefs along with highlighting the role of cognitions in the origin and maintenance of symptoms [64]. The addition of cognitive techniques to ERP has been effective in the treatment of patients who presented with pure obsessions or obsessive ruminations [60]. Also, it led to the development of the “cognitive behavioral theories”, which is now considered as the gold standard treatment for OCD [65].

2.2. Cognitive theories

Several cognitive theories emerged to understand the development and maintenance of OCD symptoms. According to Rachman and de Silva (1978), obsessions of a disturbing nature are a normal occurrence in people with and without OCD [66]. However, individuals with no OCD do not give importance to such thoughts and they, as a result, disappear easily, although they can play a critical role in transforming normal unpleasant thoughts into obsessions [66]. This section will focus primarily on two theories: Foa and Kozak’s, and Salkovskis’ theory.

2.2.1. Foa and Kozak’s theory

According to Foa and Kozak, OCD is distinguished by two erroneous cognitions: (i) individuals with OCD have a cognitive vulnerability for the overestimation of the probability of danger in safe situations; (ii) they exaggerate the severity of the consequences of negative events [67].

2.2.2. Salkovskis theory

Salkovskis proposed an improved cognitive model in which responsibility was considered a critical issue for the onset of obsessions [68, 69]. He proposed five basic assumptions that are characteristic of individuals with OCD: (i) Thoughts and actions are the same; (ii) causing harm is the same as not preventing harm; (iii) despite difficult events, personal liability for harm continues; (iv) not engaging in harm related rituals is the same as having the intention to harm; (v) controlling one’s thoughts is a personal obligation. Salkovskis’s theory proposes that patients’ catastrophic appraisals of obsessions lead to an increased sense of responsibility [70]. Such responsibility beliefs tend to cause increased anxiety and end with compulsions to exert control over obsessions [70]. Obsessions tend to persist as long as the distorted and blasphemous beliefs persist, and decline when such thoughts are enfeebled.

Rachman (2002) proposed a counterpart to this theory to explain the origins of compulsions [71]. According to Rachman (2002), scrutiny of rituals occurs as inflated thoughts of responsibility lead to compulsions aimed at reducing any possible damage. Scrutiny, as a result, leads to continuous scrutiny to eliminate doubt and possible risk [71].
However, several theorists suggested that 6 other belief domains could be associated with the origin and maintenance of OCD symptoms, including (i) inflated responsibility [68]; (ii) over-importance of thoughts [72]; (iii) extreme concern about the importance of controlling one’s thought [73, 74]; (iv) overestimation of risk [75]; (v) intolerance of uncertainty [75]; and (vi) perfectionism [76].

Freeston et. al (1996) indicated various common features in patients who benefited from cognitive interventions and they include: (i) placing high value over the incidence of obsessions; (ii) believing that obsessions determine the patient’s real character; (iii) equating thoughts and actions; and (iv) believing that the presence of a thought increase the possibility of its occurrence. Several cognitive techniques were added to ERP therapy, leading to the adoption of “Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)” [77].

Cognitive Therapy: Efficacy and Limitations: Cognitive therapy is efficient in the treatment of patients with predominant obsessions, and those with obsessions and compulsions [72]. Cognitive therapy can benefit patients with poor insight or those with dysfunctional beliefs, suggesting the use of cognitive therapy prior to EX/RP therapy to reduce anxiety and improve adherence to EX/RP exercises. Cognitive therapy has not shown to be effective in patients who significantly display obsessions of sexual, aggressive or destructive content. However, the use of cognitive therapy alone has not been established, giving rise to cognitive behavior therapy [73].

3. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

The CBT model for the treatment of OCD is brief and structured, and it aims to help patients cope with OCD symptoms. This is typically done through the utilization of behavioral as well as cognitive strategies. Some of these strategies involve exposure to fearful stimuli, response prevention, challenging dysfunctional erroneous beliefs, psycho-education, and home exercises such as symptom monitoring and exposure exercises [79].

When OCD symptoms are mild and are not associated with any co-morbidity, CBT is usually brief lasting between 13-20 sessions [80]. Initially, CBT is held on a weekly basis, or twice a week until some improvements are observed. As the condition improves, sessions are spaced. Behavioral exposure techniques help to achieve habituation to fear while cognitive techniques target dysfunctional beliefs, especially for patients with a preponderance for obsessions [47]. The following sections will describe the process of CBT, which include patient assessment followed by psycho-education, ERP and cognitive exercises, discharge and relapse prevention.

3.1. Patient assessment

A detailed psychiatric and psychological assessment is solicited from patients to rule out differential diagnosis and any associated disorders [81]. In some cases, specific brain imaging examinations may be included to rule out organic causes. The Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) can be utilized to acquire a comprehensive overview of the OCD
symptoms. The effectiveness of CBT is reduced when OCD is accompanied by other co-morbid conditions such as severe anxiety or depression, psychosis and addiction [82].

3.2. Initiation of CBT

Psychoeducation: Once OCD diagnosis has been confirmed, the therapist utilizes psychoeducation mini lessons to educate the patient about the nature of OCD, the CBT model of treatment, vicious maintenance cycles and the role of avoidance and fear in maintaining the disorder. In addition, patients will be educated about helpful and unhelpful coping strategies, escape and avoidance, exposure therapy, the development of fear hierarchy and principles of exposure. Given the crucial role of homework, patients and their families are introduced to the role of homework within the therapy framework [83]. Engaging family members in this stage is crucial, given the challenge family members face in changing their daily routines and responding to questions with reassurances to accommodate the patient [84].

Motivation: Despite the growing body of research supporting the use of EX/RP in the treatment of OCD, it is estimated that about 25% of patients with OCD refuse EX/RP [85]. This refusal may be associated with the increased exposure to anxiety, which is an intrinsic part of the treatment [86]. Lack or low level of motivation is especially problematic for pediatric patients with OCD, and is associated with negative therapeutic outcomes. Therefore, interweaving motivational interviewing techniques within the therapy framework helps patients decrease their ambivalence about treatment. A recent study found that using the motivational interviewing within therapy sessions proved helpful in facilitating speedy improvement and minimizing the burden for families [87].

3.2.1. Elaboration of list of hierarchy

The initial task in CBT is to work with patients to create a list of anxiety provoking situations that targets main OCD symptoms. The Y-BOCS-CL is frequently used by clinicians to create a comprehensive list. Anxiety provoking situations will be ranked by patient according to the level of anxiety it creates starting from 1 (mild anxiety) to 4 (high level of anxiety). To increase the patient’s self-efficacy, exposure exercises start with the least anxiety provoking situation [88].

Assessment measures: To monitor the progress of patients throughout the therapeutic process, it is crucial to utilize assessment measures at various points during treatment. One of the widely used sensitive scales is the Yale-Brown Scale, which is a valid and reliable instrument for assessing the severity of obsessive-compulsive disorder [40, 41]. The Yale-Brown Scale is composed of 10 questions; 5 to assess obsessions and 5 to assess compulsions. The scale assesses severity from (0- no symptom, to 4 –severe symptoms). A maximum of 40 points can be obtained for patients with severe symptoms [40, 41]. Another sensitive tool is the revised version of the Obsessive Compulsive Inventory. Its usefulness has been proven as a diagnostic tool for screening patients with OCD [89].
3.2.2. Exposure and response prevention exercises (EX/RP)

In Vivo exposure (involves the direct confrontation with the fearful stimulus) is the most common form of exposure. Utilizing the already developed hierarchy list, the patient along with the therapist initiate therapy by choosing a situation that evokes a medium level of anxiety. Therapy sessions are focused on generalizing and extending gains to other situations through designing homework exercises. It is crucial to discuss with the patient that while confronting anxiety may increase anxiety, over time, anxiety will dissipate. Response prevention increases anxiety level, but it gradually declines. That is why response prevention reduces the need to engage in compulsions [61]. The main effect of EX/RP exercises is the instant increase of anxiety in the session, which reaches its peak during the first exercise and decreases or even disappears during the next 15-180 minutes [90].

3.3. Cognitive exercises

The initiation of cognitive exercises occurs when the patient have mastered EX/RP exercises and is content with identifying OC symptoms. The patient should be able to make a distinction between obsessions and normal thoughts. In these exercises, various parameters including unpleasant thoughts, their background and emotive, physiological and behavioral concerns are documented. Patients are taught the classifications of these beliefs based on their domains. Cognitive techniques include the recognition and documentation of unpleasant thoughts; Socratic questioning; downward arrow; and pie of responsibility [69].

3.4. Ending CBT and relapse prevention

Once OCD symptoms have significantly improved, spacing sessions are proposed and CBT is ceased. Given that OCD is a chronic disorder with high relapse rates [91], both therapists and patients work to prevent relapse through creating relapse prevention plans. Booster sessions help in monitoring the maintenance of therapeutic gains [92].

4. Cognitive behavioral psychotherapy adaptation for children and adolescents with obsessive compulsive disorder

Childhood OCD is linked with severe commotion in social and academic functioning, co-morbid emotional and behavioral complications and family difficulties [93]. Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT), especially exposure and response prevention (ERP) is the pivotal therapy used for OCD in adults [94]. Exposure encompasses useful confrontation of objects or situations that trigger obsessions; response prevention includes retraining from activities that reduce anxiety generated by obsessions [93]. Initially, ERP was considered more helpful for adults compared to children and adolescents.

However, since the mid-1990s, research proved ERP to be viable, safe and effective for both children and adults [95]. However, not many children and adolescents receive CBT for various factors, one being lack of trained clinicians. Interestingly, clinicians find the research-driven-
treatment methodology not practical [93]. Furthermore, even though OCD in children is more prevalent, variations in dimensions between adults and children (age, maturity, language development...etc) obfuscate the application of CBT for children. Children are not able to recognize or label their obsessions or fear responses. In certain cases, a child’s responses tend to mislead adults into believing that the child’s behavior is willful [96]. One of the challenges facing the child therapist is children’s lack of understanding of OCD symptoms. High anxiety levels during ERP makes children resistant to engage in therapy. EX/RP homework exercises are challenging to children given the aversion towards homework. This in turn makes parental supervision crucial for a successful treatment [93]. Criticism and conflicts within the family negatively affect therapy [97]. Dropout rates are associated with the rigidity in applying treatment protocols, suggesting the need to assess developmental issues, and consequently adopting treatment plans tailored to meet each child’s needs [93].

Recently, CBT protocols have been developed for children. These protocols typically include psycho-education in age-appropriate language, and cognitive strategies to cope with anxiety, and the use of reinforcement contingent strategies within the family environment [98]. Parents’ active involvement in the child’s treatment increases the effectiveness and long-term gains from the treatment [99]. A sensitive protocol for CBT in children was recently developed and is considered a flexible and practical guide for clinicians; RIDE Up and Down the Worry Hill [100, 101].

4.1. RIDE up and down the worry hill

The abbreviation RIDE and the metaphor of riding a bicycle Up and Down the Worry Hill were designed to describe basic CBT principles in a child-friendly manner [100, 102].

The “Worry Hill” explains the relationship between exposure and habituation. It explains the gradual increase in anxiety levels as a result of exposure to the fearful stimuli. Anxiety levels continue to increase as exposure to fear continues. The fear will reach the top peak in the Worry Hill. This is when autonomic habituation starts and anxiety declines. However, if the child surrenders to or escapes fear, habituation is interrupted and obsessions are strengthened [102].

The four-step RIDE acronym (Rename, Insist, Defy, Enjoy) comprises the steps that either the child or adolescent should take to complete the Worry Hill [100, 102]. The RIDE was developed to streamline EX/RP for children and adolescents and raise persistence of anxiety until habituation occurs. RIDE includes cognitive (externalizing, distancing) and behavioral (Controlling obsessions, exposure and self-reinforcement) techniques. Coaching is provided in each of the four steps followed by therapist modeling, behavioral rehearsal, repeated practice and reinforcement, until the individual has grasped each step [102]. The following section will discuss each of the four steps.

4.1.1. R: Rename the thought (That’s OCD talking, not me!!)

This is the first step and comprises recognition of OCD thoughts as separate and different from the child’s rational self [101, 102]. The method of externalizing OCD has been employed by
Schwartz (1996) [103] with adults and March et al (1994) [98] with children and has been found to be effective.

4.1.2. I: Insist that YOU are in charge (I’m in charge. I choose NOT to believe OCD!)

The second step allows the child to use the power of choice [101, 102]. Insisting that oneself is in charge helps build self-confidence and strength needed to embark on exposure.

4.1.3. D: Defy OCD - Do the OPPOSITE of what it wants (I will RIDE up the worry hill and stick it out until i can coast down)

This step involves ERP, specifically a change in behavior [101, 102]. Response prevention involves exposure to the obsession and associated fear response without engaging in compulsions. This escalates anxiety till it reaches the peak, and once habituation is set, the anxiety starts to decline. With continuous practice, anxiety habituates at a faster rate.

4.1.4. E: ENJOY your success — Reward yourself (I did it! I BEAT OCD! I can do it again)

This is the final step and lets the child review his/her success and take due credit for effort [101, 102].

The Worry Hill represents a universal metaphor as children, adolescents and even adults can relate to the conception of riding a bicycle up a hill and makes it easier to understand the principle behind CBT. The implementation of CBT in both children and adolescents occurs in four sequential phases, which will be discussed in the following section.

4.2. Implementation of CBT in children and adolescents

The four phases are focused on specific goals and aims to develop various skills in every phase. The severity of the disorder determines the number of psychotherapy sessions. In some cases, a total of 6 sessions are required, whereas in others, an average of 10-20 sessions is required.

4.2.1. Phase 1 — Biophyschosocial assessment and treatment plan

This phase lays the foundation for effective treatment and takes from one to three sessions, each session equaling 50-minutes. This assessment is designed to be culturally sensitive and comprehensive to include an appreciation of OCD symptoms in a holistic manner. This involves joint efforts amongst the therapist, parent, child and other concerned personnel. The aim is to develop an individualized child-centered treatment plan. The use of clinical interviews, self-report inventories and behavioral observations are important at this stage [101].

4.2.2. Phase 2 — Building treatment readiness

This phase emphasizes planned and active preparation for treatment. Although a critical phase, it tends to be ignored, leading to frequent treatment failures. This phase requires one to three sessions and includes stabilization of any family crisis and the use of effec-
tive communication skills to increase awareness about treatment and builds therapeutic rapport [101].

4.2.3. Phase 3 — The RIDE up and down the worry hill

This phase comprises of 4 to 15 sessions and consists of separate as well as joint sessions with both child and parents. It is during this stage that the child participates in EX/RP [101].

4.2.4. Phase 4 — After the RIDE

As the final step of the treatment, it is initiated when the child and parents have mastered the RIDE and the RALLY effectively, respectively as well as when there is a decline in the OCD symptoms [101].

5. Efficacy studies of the cognitive behavioral psychotherapy and pharmacology for OCD

In a systematic review, Foa and Kozak (1996) found that about 83% of patients with OCD included in trials (n=330), showed a minimum of 30% improvement in their symptoms compared to pre-treatment measures. These trials utilized exposure and response prevention techniques [104].

When exploring long-term outcomes of patients with OCD who utilized CBT, a review of 17 studies indicated that about 76% of patients continue to show improvements in their OCD symptoms at an average of about two years post treatment [104]. In addition, CBT was shown its effectiveness not only in the treatment of OCD but also other mental health disorders such as depression and generalized anxiety disorder as evidenced by a review of 16 meta-analyses [105].

On the other hand, Gava et.al (2007) conducted a systematic review of eight randomized trials comparing the therapeutic outcomes of patients receiving a form of cognitive behavioral therapy versus patients who were treated as usual [106]. Treatment as usual included no treatment, waiting list or usual care. Results from 214 patients indicated that cognitive-behavioral therapy is associated with more significant decline in OCD symptoms compared to treatment as usual [106]. Amelioration of 50-70 % of OCD symptoms were noted for patients with OCD involved in the above mentioned trials. Therapeutic outcomes did not differ among the variations of cognitive behavioral therapy. In addition, results showed no difference in the clinical outcomes for patients with OCD who were assigned to individual or group psychotherapy sessions.

Various randomized clinical studies were conducted to control for confounding variables such as the presence of co-morbid disorders, OCD severity, age, just to name a few. However, Franklin et al. (2000) compared the results of 4 randomized controlled trials (EX/RP) with treatment outcomes for 110 clinical adult patients receiving the same treatment.
modality on a paid outpatient service [107]. Results showed that clinical patients showed significant improvement in their OCD symptoms that were comparable to patients in randomized trials [107].

Many factors have been identified to help reach favorable clinical outcomes [108]. In session (in vivo exposure) have been found to be associated with better clinical outcomes compared to exposure techniques done by patient alone at home [108]. Tremendous reductions in symptoms is associated with complete response prevention, as opposed to partial response prevention [108].

CBT is indicated for patients with OCD with various levels of symptom severity. It is worthwhile to mention some of the considerations when evaluating a patient’s suitability for this treatment modality which include

1. An understanding of the treatment module and rationale, given that the implementation of CBT requires a good grasp of main concepts that are practiced by the patient as homework. Therefore, the utilization of CBT with people who are cognitively challenged may be difficult.

2. Low insight level for the OCD symptoms poses a challenge for patients and therapists. Low insight is associated with reduced engagement in exposure techniques, thus rendering the use of cognitive techniques essential to increase insight levels for patients [109]. In addition, individuals with predominantly hoarding symptoms have showed lower responses to CBT [104].

3. Patient’s preference: CBT is preferred by patients with no co-morbid conditions, mild to moderate OC symptoms, or those with a preference for psychotherapy over medications [110]. Furthermore, CBT is the preferred choice for pregnant women [110]. CBT is highly effective for patients who did not or partially respond to treatment with psychotropic medications [111, 112]. However, in some cases both medications and CBT are preferred [113]. However, some cases warrant the use of medications such as the presence of severe OCD symptoms, low psychological insight, and co-morbidities [113]. Respecting the patient’s choice of his/her preferred treatment modality, after discussing the pros and cons of each, is pivotal and is linked to increased adherence to treatment [114].

4. The presence of co morbid conditions such as depression and anxiety along with OCD reduces the efficacy of CBT techniques [108].

5. Negative emotional involvement by family members was found to be associated with higher treatment dropout rates. Hostility was a consistent factor associated with early dropout rates and negative treatment outcome [115].

Other Psychotherapy Modalities: Among all psychosocial interventions and techniques, exposure and response prevention, has led to better clinical outcomes for patients with OCD [116]. Given the absence of randomized clinical trials to investigate the effectiveness of other psychotherapeutic modalities in psychotherapy [106], CBT is considered as the gold standard for the treatment of OCD.
6. Psychotropic medications or CBT?

The utilization of CBT is associated with better clinical outcomes compared to the use of Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors. Although Clomipramine (CMI) was considered as the first line drug therapy associated with significant improvements in OCD symptoms, [117], the randomized trial conducted by Foa et al. (2005) showed that clinical outcomes did not differ for the two control groups (EX/RP alone, and EX/RP plus Clomipramine) [61]. In addition, research has indicated that D-cycloserine has shown to produce favourable clinical outcomes when augmented with CBT [118]. Specifically, D-cycloserine helped to reduce response times after exposure exercises [119].

7. Conclusion

Over the last 40 years, EX/RP has been recommended as first choice treatment for OCD, with CBT as an alternate. More work is needed to enhance CBT programs and make it sensitive to the population needs. Future studies need to explore the treatment responses for specific subtypes of OCD patients such as “washers” and “checkers”. Such understanding will help in designing sensitive treatment plans for the various sub-types of OCD. Also, future studies need to incorporate patients’ populations with co-morbid conditions as they tend to be excluded from such studies, thus making it difficult to know the efficacy level for CBT in this patient population.
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<table>
<thead>
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